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Abstract:- Astrology is a science which searches the 

mysteries. Of the possibilities  that are likely to occur in 

the future. This study has tried to clarify how the planets 

are responsible to produce pile-diseases in the person. It, 

too, displays the relation between the astrology and the 

disease. It is seen throughout the study of the piles in the 

30 persons who have been attacked. It so happens lagnes 

(lord of the lagna) being sinful in 12 th Bhava (House of 

Kundali or birth- chart), 8 th Bhava, lord 6th bhava and as 

in the same Native's (Jataka's) lagna kundali, 

Nabamamsa Lagna  kundali ,too, 8 th Bhava's Lord is in 6 
th Bhava. Both of these horoscopes have Rahu and 

Mangal (Mars) and Nabamam's Jupiter with the sun and 

Ketu being weak. In third bhav and Rahu from Bhaggya 

bhava (9 th house) has full sight.  Producer of RBC (Red 

blood cell) Mangal being in the eight displaying full sight 

to the surya and ketu 8 th Bhava-all these conditions have 

shown the case of the piles. 

 

In 8  th Bhava,  Rahu being fully detected by Mangal, 

the karaka of private part (Secret bodily), being in the 12 
th Bhava Sani (Saturn) being in 8 th Bhava and being given 

full sight of the sun, the Lord of 8 th Bhava is in sight 

Bhava-all there conditions have resulted in the 

production of the piles. 

 

The karaka of RBC giving full sight to the disease 

part, Rahu in 8th giving full sight, being attached by sinful 

planet with Mangal has produced the piles in the person. 

Sani (Saturn) being Chandra bish ( sani Chandra poison 

yog) in the 8th Bhava,  sani in 8 th part, Sani Surys (sun) 

yog in the secret parts, the Lord of secret parts being 

affected in the 8 th Bhava  has shown the case of piles. 

 

The second of the Sani being in 8th being observed 

by Guru (Jupiter), the 8 th house Lord on the baya bhava 

may produce piles. The yog of Sani-Mangal in the second 

part in 8th Bhava Ketu being victimized/ weak by the Sani 

,too, has displayed in the patients. Sani-Guru Yog in the 

8th Bhava giving full sight to Guru, the 8 th Lord being 

victimized with Ketu, too, has produced the piles. The 

condition of 8th  Bhava's Sani, being sighted in the 8 th 

Bhava, in connection with Rahu and Mangal. The sight of 

Mangal being Rahu and Asthamesh (Lord of 8th Bhava) 

being centralized with Sun and Ketu has proved the piles. 

The lord of 12 th Bhava, secret-part's Sani has sight, lagna  

kundali's lord in Trik place, the bhava of secreat part 

(Guptanga)bhas been facted by Sani.  In nabamamsa the 

Sani offering full sight originales piles. Asthamesh being 

in the lagna, sixth being with Sani, the total sight of sixth 

Bhava and the pile effects have been found because of the 

Sani-Rahu-Guru being victamized with Mangal ,too,. The 

Sun being in the 8th Bhava transferring in the Byaya-

bhav, the secret part has Sani –Mangal, Sani affected by 

Guru on the condition, the piles diseases have been found. 

 

The lagna kundali's disease part having Rahu and 

Sani, the lord of 12th in the sixth bhava, lagnesh being 

affected by Nabamansha affected by Mangal, in the 8th 

Bhava, Ketu being detected by sani horoscopes being 

weak and Mangal and in 8th Bhava, being impressed have 

given the singal-start of the piles. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Astrology is a kind of science. It is considered as the 

light of knowledge. As light shows the objects lying in the 

darkness so does astrology predicts the person's future 

activities. And it offers guidelines as for possible. Astrology 

can introduce the mystery of pre-life of the persons impact on 

the birth position of the person, Lagna kundali nabamansh 

kundali and kundali show as to what happened, is happening 

and will happen can be guessed only by the astrology. It is 

taken as to be the true instrument (Laghu Jatakam,2016:2). 
 

In the context of the random sampling of 30 patients 

among them some have taken advantage out of piles–

treatment. Different horoscopes and Nabamamsa Kundali  
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were analyzed and the difference has been studied for the 

lower rectal disease called haemorrhoids as well as piles. On 
the basis of astrology, susceptibility has been analyzed.  

 

Hemorrhoid are collection and dilatation of plexuses of 

veins covered over by mucous membrane just at the level of 

anorectal junction or the inflammation of anorectal blood –

vessel/veins (Davidson's Principles and Practice of Medicine, 

23rd Edition). The major factors can be luxurious and 

sedentary life-style,hot and constipative food consumption 

and constipation. But on the research of the disease and the 

astrological saying/thought/study, the relation can be between 

the disease and astrology. As is seen as to what the person is 

susceptible to the disease, it can attack it, which is the saying 
of the astrology. The astrological horoscopes Nabamamsa, 

Hora can assume /predict the reason of the disease. To show 

the inter connection between the medical science and 

astrology is the study which can be called medical astrology. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

In this study 30 patients having piles are included. 

Analysis is prepared through the study of the reports of 

patient's horoscopes. This study can closely see the relation 

between these and can place the factor of astrological disease 
findings Random sampling collection of horoscopes birth 

date, location and time is made. The position of the planets in 

the horoscopes, the Yukti, situation, Dristhi, planet's Kartari, 

strength of the planets has been detected and  the major 

factors of kalpurusha Kundali  are comparatively concluded 

on the basis of the different horoscopes.  

 

III. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

 

This study has the inclusion of random sampling of the 

30 persons having piles disease. The horoscopes are made on 

the basis of siddhanta jyotish (principal astrology) and 
predictions have been done on the basis of the falit Jyotish 

(Art and science   of prediction philosophy by astrology). The 

anatomical structure of the human body and biology,medical 

science and religious and  sashtriya (classical) point of view 

have been made to make the kalapurusha kundali. This study 

being the inclusion of 30 piles-patients may not fully be 

accepted in general but it is hoped to be a extra study and 

research from the point of astrological prediction science. 

The person is likely to be susceptible to the piles. 

 

IV. RESULTS 
 

In this study, birth-horoscopes and nabamamsa 

horoscopes are prepared by interacting 30 patients having 

piles disease. In different horoscopes, Yog and position of the 

planets resulted in the production of the piles – disease. 

According to which, lagnesh sinful planets in the eight bhava, 

astamesh and Roges (Lord of sixth Bhava) suffered, Brishik 

(Scorpion) suffering, the person can be susceptible to the 

piles. 

 Case Number 1: 

According to the horoscope and this patient, Lagna has 
Saturn. This planet is affected by Jupiter, which is in 12 th 

Bhava, Trik place. The sixth bhava has the full sight of the 

Saturn. The sixth bhava has got the saturn's full sight. On the 

eight bhava related with the anal-part, ther is Rahu. In this 

way, the negative influence is from the sinful situation of the 

planets. The sixth Bhava called a disease Bhava is affected.  

Nabamamsa has got Jupiter and Sun and Ketu, which are 

badly affected Mangal is situated on the eight bhava, Mangal 

is taken to be the doer of RBC. Blood has pivotal place in 

hemorrhoids. Looking through anatomical and physiological  

rule. Astrology can have the problem of anal-rectum on the 

eight Bhava, Sun lying, sixth Bhava, and nabamam's eight 
lying, the sixth Bhava. 

 

 Case Number 2:  

Position of this patient is Mangalic 'effect of Mars'( 

Trikal Jannma Kundali Darpan, Datta- traya prakashan, 

Baranasi, U.P. India) which is sinful tract. The Rahu situated 

on the eight bhava of the Lagna Kundali and the Lord of 

guptanga (secret part) Sukra (Venus) on the 12 th Bhava and 

Lagnes (Mangal) on the its own house and has full sight on 

the eight Bhava. Guru (Jupiter) is affected through the sight 

of the Sani in 3 rd bhava, on the other hand, Sani in the 
Nabamamsa eight Bhava; Sani Sun enemies and the Lord of 

eight Bhava Moon – because of these cases. The patient can 

suffer through disease. 

 

 Case Number 3:  

The Lagna horoscope of  this patients has the tenth 

sight of the Sani in the eight bhava and similarly Rahu has 

offered full sight in the eight bhavaand the Rahu has affected 

the brishikh rashi. Mangal is the karak of RBC, which is 

affected with Saturn as being fully situated on the eight 

bhava (Jatak Parijat). 

 
 Case Number 4:  

The Lagna kundali has the join of the lagnes Sani and 

Moon yog and Rahu has its own full sight. The  6 th Lord 

Budha (Marcury) in 8 th bhava is suffered by the Sun, 

similarly Nabamamsa kundali's sixth lord is in 8 th part, 

brishik (Scorpion) is victimiszed/ harassed  by the Moon. 

 

 Case Number 5:  

In the horoscopes of the patient, Mangal is the 12 th 

bhava. Where the sun is situated by being suffered by the 

rahu. The eight bhava has Sani (Saturn) and the Guru 
(jupiter) has full sight. The Bhava of guptanga (Secret part) 

has full sight along with eight Bhava. 12th Bhava and lord 

Lagna being in the 12 th Bhava can have immunity power, 

Ketu being in the eight Bhava has represented the sinful 

planet. The private part has the meeting Sani & Mangal, is 

Yog in the eight part. All these situations can make the 

person suffer from any kind of rectal disease.  
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 Case Number 6:  

Sani and Guru are in the same  Bhava lagna in the 8 th 
Bhava being affected by Rahu. In Nabamamsa the 8 th Bhava 

being affected by Ketu and the Sani see fully Guru. In this 

case too, there is lacking immunity power.  

 

 Case Number 7:  

Lagna  Kundali has Sani in the eight Bhava and Guru 

has provided the full sight whereas Rahu in 8th Bhava sees 

the Sani. Lagnesh is victimized by Sun and Ketu. The 

astamesh of Lagna being centre- position  may create lack of 

immunity power. 

 

 Case Number 8:    
The eight lord observed the Sani and Brishik (Scorpion) 

of Nabmamsa is weak being victimized (suffered) by Sani. 

and Lagnesh is situated with Sun and Ketu.This case shows 

the lack of immunity power. The originator of/ generator 

karak Mangal is the RBC's producer, which is the eight 

Bhava.  

 

 Case Number 9:    

The Lord of the 8 th Bhava being and 8 th Sani being the 

sight,  The Sani and Rahu join with Mangal and Guru is 

affected. Nabamamsa has the sight of Sani. The Lord of 
disease Moon is affected  and his strength may come to be 

less.  

 

 Case Number 10:  

The sun being in the eight Bhava sees  the Sani in the 

Lagna. The Sani and Mangal join the condition of the 

guptanga. Guru is affected by Sani and Nabamamsa Kundali 

Lagnesh is suffered. RBC has Mangal and Sani and 

Astamesh has the Sani and the person can have Susceptible 

for anorectal problem. 

 

 Case Number 11:    
The sixth Bhava of Kundali has Rahu and Sani, The 12 

th Bhava is in the sixth Bhava. The Lord of private part is 

with Budh (Mercury) and Sun of the seventh Bhava, Lagnesh 

is suffered similarly . In Nabamamsa, lagnesh Moon is 

affected by Sani. In short, both of these patients have week 

lagna and Nabamamsa.  

 

 Case Number 12:    

In lagna, Mangal and Lagnesh is in the house of Sani. 

The disease lord Sun and Sani are victimized by Ketu. 

Mangal sees the 8th Bhava fully. The nabamamsa Lagna has 
Sani and Mangal  is  with Brischak (scorpion). In 8th Bhava 

Guru  and Mangal  are there, So the person may be attacked 

by the disease.  

 

 Case Number 13:   

In this horoscope, Mangal is placed in Lagna and sees 

at 8th Bhava so Rahu ,too, fully sees 8 th Bhava. So in 

Nabamamsa, Mangal is in Lagna and has sees 8th Bhava. The 

8th part has Ketu and the Brishik (Scorpion) is in 12th Bhava. 
 

 Case Number 14:    

Sani and Rahu have full sight and 8 th Bhava Ketu. 

Guru rogesh (Lord of sixth Bhava) is in Lagna Making it 

weak. The 12 th Lord Buddha also being Lagna the Mangal 

situated in 12 th Bhava has full sight in the guptanga. Thjere 

may have  weak in body. 

 

 Case Number 15:  

Brishick (Scorpion)   has Mangal and Ketu tugather and 

astamesh too have Sani, making bish-yog. The 12th  lord Sun 

in the privat part ans Sani in the 8 th Bhava called the ano 

rectal  area and the Sani has full sight. The Mangal being in 
the disease part and Mangal RBC producer can have 

releavent diseases. 

 

 Case Number 16:    

The Lagna kundali, Lagnesh and Rogesh is Mangal 

affected by Sani a Mangal has full sight in the sixth sight. 

Nabamamsa has Chandra in The Nabamsa kundali and 

Mangal affects, Rogesh.  Guru , Sani has the full sight. The 8 
th Bhava has Rahu and Sun, being in the house of the Sani. 

 

 Case Number 17:   
Lagnesh Sun is in the disease part being affected by 

Sani and Ketu. The eight Lord is in rog Bhava. The 

Nabamamsa has asthamesh Sani in Lagna being affected 

Ketu and lagnesh Guru is in 8 th part in the home of Sani.   

 

 Case Number 18:    

Lagnesh of Lagna  Kundali Budha (Marcury) in 8 th 

bhava and the Sani has full sight. Brishick-rashi (Scorpion) is 

comely by  Guru and Mangal and Sun has full sight. The 

lagnesh of Nabamamsa Mangal is in 12 th part and in 8 th 

Bhava Sani and Guru seat/join/conjoin the 12th Lord Guru is 

in 8 th Bhava with Brishic -rashi ( Scorpion) is affected so the 
patient may have susceptible to anorectal problem.  

 

 Case Number 19:    

Budha has made a yog that  remains in 6 th part, the lord 

of private part Guru is seen by the Sani's third sight. The 

Mangal in 8 th Bhava is in Rahu. And the nabamsa kundali of 

the same patient (jatak) has the enemy planet Sun and Sun-

Mangal are together and Sani sees the full 7 th sight. 

 

 Case Number 20:  

Lagna Kundali's sixth Lord Sukra is in Lagna being 
weak in the 12 th part, Mangal Rahu, Sun and Budh are as 

chaturgrihi Yog in the private part, Sani and Brishick are 

victimized and Nabamamsa Kundali's Lagnesh Mangal is 

affected by Sani. Rahu Guru have low sight.  The patient may 

have weak power. 
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 Case Number 21:    

The Lagna kundali's Lagnesh Sani is with Guru and 
Sani is in Brishick- rashi giving full sight this is victimized 

by it. Guptanga area is with Mangal and Rahu ,too, has full 

sighted  the Brishick. Nabamamsa Kundali's Rahu Moon join 

and Sani has third sight. The Lord of 8 th part in 12 th part the 

sixth Lord are gazed by the Mangal. So this case  ,too,  can 

result in any kind of disease like piles. 

 

 Case Number 22:    

The 8 th has bhava brishich rashi being suffered by Sani 

and Mangal have reciprocal sight and Nabamamsa Kundali , 

the 8th  Lord is in sixth Bhava and jataka may have ano-rectal 

problem. 
 

 Case Number 23:   

The Lagna Kundali's Lagnesh Guru is seen by Mangal 

and nabamsa's Lagnesh Guru is being weak consist by 

Mangal, 8 th Bhava is suffered bt Rahu.  

 

 Case Number 24:    

Sani sees the disease. Nabamsa has 8 th Bhava Sani and 

Sani and Moon have reciprocal sight. 

 

 Case Number 25:    
In Lagna kundali Budh is in private area, Rahu and 8 th 

bhava has Sani- Guru Yukti. 

 

 Case Number 26:  

Sani and Mangal has made Yog and Sani and Mangal 

have seen 7 th sight (Full sight). Sixth Lord and 8th  Lord   are 

together. In Nabamamsak Sani and Mangal Being place 

together have seen the 8 th part (Laghu Jatakam, 2016). 

 

 Case Number 27:  

The Lagnesh has Rahu and Surya. In the bodily part  

area, Sani and Ketu are together.  8 th Lord is suffering with 
Moon The Sani and Guru together and 8 th Lord Guru is with 

Sani.  The sixth Bhava has mangal. 

 

 Case Number 28:    

Lagna Kundali's 8 th bhava Sani joins with Brishick 

which  is suffered by Mangal. Nabamsa Kundali Rogesh 

Mangal is in lagna and Astamesh Budha is in the sixth bhava. 

 

 Case Number 29:    

Brishick-rashi zodiac sigh in the Lagna  Kundali is 

suffered by Sani. Sani of Nabamamsa is in 8 th Bahva, 
Brishick is affected by Budh and Mangal 

 

 Case Number 30:    

Guru (Jupiter) is alone on the Lagna, which may 

deactive the bodily immune –system (Trikal Janma 

(Kundali). In the Nabamamsa, Sani (satran) is in the 8 th 

Bhava and the Brishik-rashi is suffered. 

 

V. DISCUSSION 

 

Eastern Astrology is the science related with the Vedic 

(a famous name hindu too, hindu scriptures. It too has two 

sides, Siddhantha Astrology which deals with planet, Gochar 

and condition and falit astro- studies the living animals being 

influced by the good and bad planets. 

 

This has connected its point with study the feeling and 

touch by making birth kundali, Nabamamsa kundali's falit 

astro has tried to give the prediction. In this study, the Lagna 
and Lagnes has the main role to predict. Remaining Lagnes 

weak and strong, the person has immunity power to fight 

with the disease on the condition of disease Bhava being seen 

by the sinful planets, The originator of RBC Mangal may 

make the person suffer from the disease like piles. That the 

person can be susceptible to piles has been determined by the 

study. It may have the important point to study the case in 

general. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
Predictive Astrology has divided the planets as good –

results oriented and bad-result oriented. Even the good result 

oriented planets are tortured by sinful planets, they too 

provide negative fruits. In this regard too; The position of 

sinful planet in the 8 th bhava along with the sight of lord and 

lagna alon with lagnesh being weak with brishick, 8th bhava 

and asthamesh being weak may be likely to produce/create 

the piles on the private part of the persons. 
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